
Intellint

Navigating the path to 
data-driven decision making

Intellint’s comprehensive analytics health check is specifically designed 
to evaluate the state of analytics within your organization, regardless of its 
maturity level. This is aimed at helping you take the next step.

Analytics 
Health Check 

During the discovery, our team will, 

1. Assess the current state of analytics landscape  
2. Interview key stakeholders and identify the pain points.  
3. Develop a detailed roadmap and a strategy for analytics transformation or 

improve the existing data achitecture and relign to meet the current needs.  
4. Identify the next steps and the scope of the pilot implementation  
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What wins will our analytics assessment score for you? 

Approach

1 2 3 4 5

Cost savings on your 
analytics infrastructure and 
implementation expenses

Strong foundation for 
developing an effective 

AI strategy
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Adoption
Drive

Clear road map or the 
validation of an existing 

one with required changes

Faster decision making 
through access to

real-time, accurate data

Value-based/phased 
implementation; Invest and 

progress based on outcomes

4 weeks on-site or off-site
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Intellint

Select the right plan for your organization

Toyota Lanka

Intellint is a Microsoft Gold Partner for Data Analytics, making us a trusted implementation partner, offering services that cover the 
entire spectrum of your entire Data and Analytics journey.  

fortude.co

Understand organizational structure and functional capabilities 5 Days’ Assessment package + Understanding of organizational 
data privacy and security policies 

Dedicated time, as needed, to address concerns with key 
stakeholders and IT stakeholders 

Evaluate current analytics/BI solutions

Review of source systems & data integration solutions 

Recommendations & best practices 
High-level roadmap and immediate next steps 

Detailed roadmap, high-level architecture, and next steps   

Fortude’s business intelligence platform has elevated our business through 360° 
visualization of operations and has helped to make swift data backed decisions. 
Not only are we saving time and resources; but our staff feel empowered to make 
various strategic decisions with data at their fingertips in real-time. 

Rapid Data Review/Quick Analysis 

5 days 10 days 

Deep Dive Analytics/Intensive Insights 
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